IVETS SCOPE - MULTIFUNCTION ENDOSCOPE

THE FIRST MOBILE ENDOSCOPIC UNIT FOR EVERYDAY VETERINARY AND FARM ANIMAL USE

- Rapid internal examinations and precise placement of Semen or Embryos
- Superb Ergonomics and Functions
- Developed by a veterinarian for practical everyday work
- Use for:
  - Artificial Insemination - see exactly where to place semen
  - Embryo transfer - optimize procedure
  - Internal examinations of Vagina, Rectum, Teeth and Gullet
  - Surgical Procedures

- Full Function Touch Screen Digital Camera with Sound and Digital Zoom, Records Stilles, Video and Clips
- Splash Proof with Rubber Reinforced Body
- Removable SD Memory Card
- 3 Hour Lithium Rechargeable Battery
- Unique AI Gun Feed through system for training Artificial Inseminators
- Quality Stainless Steel Instrument - Made in Germany
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